
FTI Air Pumps Deliver Durability for 
Industrial Waste Water Applications

Charter Steel produces and distributes carbon and alloy 
steel bar, rod and wire products to customers around the 
world. At their Fostoria, OH facility, the manufacturing 
process includes two hydrochloric acid cleaning lines. 
“The pH of the water coming off these lines is 2.5,”  
explains Tony Kracher, manager at Charter Steel. “We 
were using pumps that didn’t provide good longevity for 
this process. We were only getting six or seven months  
of operation out of each pump. We started researching  
for a better solution and discovered Finish Thompson.”

Impressive Results
“We provided an FTI Air pump for Charter to evaluate  
in this application,” reports David Dalrymple, Finish 
Thompson Regional Manager. “We wanted them to be 
able to compare it to the functionality and life expectancy 
of the competitor’s pump. Our FTI Air Model FT20 far  
outperformed the previous pumps, more than tripling 

the lifespan. With these impressive results, Charter Steel 
was very happy with the product and have since purchased 
half a dozen more Finish Thompson pumps as they  
transition to our brand.” 

Kracher adds, “After the pumps ran for a year without 
issues, we decided to start buying Finish Thompson 
pumps. The original two we purchased two years ago  
are still in service today. The series offers a durability  
we haven’t seen with other pumps. We’re now at about 
85% Finish Thompson pumps in our facility. Considering 
the cost of the pump and longevity, we are enjoying a 
savings of two to one.” 

And if the pumps ever need maintenance or repair?  
Dalrymple notes, “The simple design of the Finish  
Thompson pump requires only about 25% of the time 
to repair compared to the competitor’s pump.” 

When you’re pumping highly acidic industrial waste water, 
you need an industrial-strength pump. Charter Steel found  
what they needed at Finish Thompson. 
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Service Excellence
“We have a built a really good relationship with Finish 
Thompson,” Kracher says. “We are a 24/7 operation,  
and they are always available if we have questions or 
concerns. It has worked out very well for us.”

Kracher concludes, “We couldn’t have anticipated the 
great results we’ve had. We talk to other divisions and 
share best practices, and the success we’ve had with  
the Finish Thompson pumps is a great story to tell.”

Finish Thompson Inc. designs and manufactures pumps for the 
safe transfer of a wide variety of corrosive fluids. Products include 
sealless mag-drive centrifugal pumps with run-dry capability, 
mechanically sealed pumps, drum/barrel pumps, vertical mag-drive 
pumps, multi- stage pumps and the FTI Air line of air-operated 
double diaphragm (AODD) pumps.
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FTI Air Pumps

With fewer parts and a  
simpler design, FTI Air  
pumps are less prone to  
failure than other air-operated  
double-diaphragm pumps. The FTI Air Model FT20 
features a unique stall-free air valve that requires no 
separate pilot valve. Its bolted construction provides 
leak-free fluid handling. Pump components are  
available in a variety of materials to provide  
solutions for a wide range of applications.
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